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What is an 'all-IP' network? What difference will IP networking make to 3G services? 

 Third Generation (3G) mobile offers access to broadband multimedia services - and in the future most of these, even voice and video, will be IP-based. However 3G networks are not based on IP technologies, rather they are an evolution from existing 2G networks. Much work needs to be done to IP QoS and mobility protocols and architectures for them to be able to provide the functionality 3G requires. 

 IP for 3G gives a comprehensive overview of 3G networking functionality and examines how IP protocols can be developed to provide some of the basic building blocks of a mobile system (mobility, QoS and call control) 

 Features: 

	 Clear explanation of how 3G works at the network level. 
	 Review of IP protocol and architectural principles. 
	 Extensive review, classification and analysis of IP mobility protocols - macro and micro- including IPv6. 
	 Analysis of IP QoS protocols and proposed solutions for mobile networks. 
	 Tutorial on SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) and how SIP can be used for multimedia session control. 
	 Description of latest UMTS developments - including Release 5. 
	 Discussion of 4G networks - what does 4G mean? 


IP for 3G will appeal to mobile telecommunications and network engineers who want to know about future developments as well as system designers and developers. Students and academics on postgraduate courses related to telecommunications, especially 3G networking or IP protocols, will find this text ideal supplementary reading, only assuming a general knowledge of GSM and general networking principles.
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Introducing Autodesk Maya 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	Learn Autodesk Maya from an award-winning insider  


	Best-selling author, visual effects supervisor, and technical educator Dariush Derakhshani brings you a newly-updated, step-by-step guide to the most popular and complex 3D application on the market, Autodesk Maya. Introducing Autodesk Maya 2015 includes...
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Anarchy Alive!: Anti-Authoritarian Politics from Practice to TheoryPluto Press, 2007

	Anarchist politics are at the heart of today’s most vibrant and radical social movements. From squatted social centres and community gardens to acts of sabotage and raucous summit blockades, anarchist groups and networks are spreading an ethos of direct action, non-hierarchical organizing and self-liberation that has redefined...
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Digital Privacy and Security Using Windows: A Practical GuideApress, 2017

	Use this hands-on guide to understand the ever growing and complex world of digital security. Learn how to protect yourself from digital crime, secure your communications, and become anonymous online using sophisticated yet practical tools and techniques.


	This book teaches you how to secure your online identity and personal...
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Security+Fast PassSybex, 2004
The Perfect Preparation and Review Resource
    
    Security+ Fast    Pass is the streamlined tool you need to bone up for the Security+ exam    [SYO-101]. The enclosed CD lets you practice, practice, practice, and    you’ll keep the book—packed with concise, objective-focused coverage    and...
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LTE for 4G Mobile Broadband: Air Interface Technologies and PerformanceCambridge University Press, 2009
"This text is an especially helpful as an accompaniment to the 3GPP specifications themselves, which offer no explanations as to why one thing or another is included, no hint as to why one protocol technique was chosen over another, or why certain contributions appear only to disappear in later releases. Khan's text offers a welcome set of...
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D3.js By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn to use the facilities provided by D3.js to create data-driven visualizations
	
		Explore the concepts of D3.js through examples that enable you to quickly create visualizations including charts, network diagrams, and maps
	
		Get practical examples of visualizations using...
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